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The use of character evidence began in Anglo-American countries,and 
gradually forming a more detailed application of the rules through the long period of 
judicial practice and development,however,the research on character evidence is still 
at initial stage and rare legislative relating to it in our country,character evidence has 
been frequently used as the defendant's criminal records,growth experience,habits,in 
judicial practice.the absence of legislation lead the application of character evidence 
to be more random.In light of this,the author attempts to introduce Anglo-American 
countries’ condition,using for reference,proposing specific ideas about how to apply 
defendant’character evidence in justice and punishment process according to 
national condition of our country. 
The full text consists of five parts: 
Part one outlines the basic content of character evidence,considering the 
definition of character evidence is the basis which can prove someone do things by 
his character,and there is no relevance and admissibility with facts in principle. 
Part two distincts good character evidence and bad character evidence of 
defendant,thereby introducing foreign laws relating to the defendant character 
evidence and the exceptions to the general rule,mainly analysising the exception of 
Federal Rules of Evidence and British Criminal Justice Act 2003 for reference. 
Part three analyzes the theoretical foundation of using character evidence in 
punishment-the theory of individual sentences,at the same time,having a brief 
introduction of foreign personality investigation system,also introducing foreign law 
with respect to sentencing the defendant on how to use the character evidence for 
reference . 
Part four analyzes the application of defendant character evidence’s status quo 















our country,but it has been frequently used. the absence of legislation lead the 
application of character evidence to be more random.also showing the defendant 
character evidence’s impact on conviction and punishment vividly through two 
specific examples. 
Part five illustrates the the legislative values and practical needs of building 
character evidence rules,followed by drawing on outside experiences,proposing 
specific ideas about how to apply defendant’character evidence in justice and 
punishment process according to national condition of our country.There are 
legislative proposals, also specific design in judicial practice. 
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